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Abstract 

Zhang, F. and R. Chen, When each hexagon of a hexagonal system covers it, Discrete Applied 

Mathematics 30 (1991) 63-75. 

In this paper we establish a simple criterion which enables us to determine whether or not a 

hexagonal system H has the property that each hexagon s of H is resonant, i.e., the subgraph 

obtained by deleting from H the vertices of s together with their edges has at least one perfect 

matching. 

In this paper we shall consider graphs called hexagonal systems. A hexagonal 

system (HS) is a finite connected plane graph with no cut vertices in which every 

interior region is bounded by a regular hexagon of side length 1. Throughout this 

paper we confine ourselves to those HSs which have at least one perfect matching. 

Recall that a perfect matching of a graph G is a set of disjoint edges of G covering 

all vertices of G. Note that a perfect matching of an HS is a graph-theoretical notion 

which is known in chemistry under the name “Kekule pattern”, and an HS with at 

least one Kekule pattern can be regarded as the skeleton of a benzenoid hydrocarbon 

molecule. 

Let H be an HS, K= {sl,sZ, . . . . s,} be a collection of disjunct hexagons of H. 

then H-K will denote the subgraph obtained from H by deleting all the vertices of 
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Fig. 1. 

all hexagons of K together with their incident edges. We say that K is a cover of 
H, or K covers H, if either H-K has a perfect matching or H-K is an empty graph. 
The definition of cover is just a graph-theoretical reformulation of the concept 
“generalized Clar formular” [l] which occurs in chemistry within the so-called Clar 
aromatic sextet theory. In resonance theory, the resonant sextet number h(H, k) of 
a benzenoid hydrocarbon molecule is defined to be the number of covers of the 
associated hexagonal system H containing exactly k hexagons. It is known that in 
general case pI(N, 1) 5 PI, where n is the number of hexagons of II. Namely, it is not 
always the case that each hexagon of H covers H. In [2] Gutman gave a sufficient 
condition, viz., N possesses a ~amiltonian cycle, for an HS H to satisfy h(H, 1) = n, 
However, the above condition is not necessary. It is easy to fine an HS H as 

indicated in Fig. 1, which satisfies h(ti, 1) = n but contains no Hamiltonian cycle. 
In the following, we shall give a simple necessary and sufficient condition for an 
HS H to satisfy h(H, 1) =y1. 

Let M be a perfect matching of an HS H. An M-alternating cycle is a cycle whose 
edges are alternately in M and E(H) -M, where E(H) is the edge set of H. Let e 
be an edge of H. If e is contained in M, e is called an M-double bond, otherwise, 
e is called an M-single bond. If e is an Mi-double bond for any perfect matching 
Mi of H, e is called a fixed double bond. In the case when e is an iZII,-single bond 
for ally perfect matching Mj of H, e is called a fixed single bond. Both fixed double 
bonds and fixed single bonds are referred to as fixed bonds. It is not difficult to see 
that if H contains a fixed double bond, H must contain at least one fixed single bond 
(see Fig. 2). But the reverse is not true (see Fig. 3). 

The concept of cut segment of generalized hexagonal systems was introduced by 
Sachs [4]. When confined to HSs, it is as follows. 

Fig. 2. =: fixed double bond; =: fixed single bond. Fig. 3. I- : fixed single bond. 
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Definition 1. A straight line segment C= P, P2 is called a cut segment of an HS 

H if 

(a) C is orthogonal to one of the three edge directions, 

(b) each of P,, P2 is the center of an edge of H lying on the contour of H, 
(c) the graph obtained from H by deleting all the edges intersected by C has exact- 

ly two components (see Fig. 4). 

We now define a generalized cut segment (g-cut segment) of an HS H in a similar 

way. 

Definition la. A broken line segment C= P, P2P3 is called a proper g-cut segment 
of an HS H if 

(a) P2 is the center of a hexagon s of H and each of PI, P3 is the center of an 

edge of H lying on the contour of H; 
(b) P,Pz is orthogonal to one edge e of s, and P2P3 is orthogonal to another 

edge of s which is adjacent to e; 

(c) the graph obtained from H by deleting all the edges intersected by C has exact- 

ly two components (see Fig. 5). 

A g-cut segment is either a cut segment or a proper g-cut segment. 

Definition 2. A g-cut segment C of H is called a g-cut segment with property (*) 

Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. =: MI-double bond; t: h42-double bond. 

if both of the components of the graph obtained from H by deleting all the edges 
intersected by C have perfect matchings. 

Observation 2a. A g-cut segment C of an HS E? has property (*) if and only if all 
the edges intersected by C are fixed single bonds. 

This is almost evident. It also follows from [3, Remark 41 or [4, Lemma 2.11 
which remains true if “cut” is replaced by “g-cut”. 

Theorem 3. Let H be an HS. Then hexagon s of H covers H if and only ifs e~~~ai~~ 
no fixed bonds. 

Proof. The necessity of the condition is evident. In fact, ifs contains a fixed bond, 
then s cannot cover H. 

We now prove the sufficiency of the condition. To show that s covers H, it suf- 
fices to find a perfect matching M* of H such that s is an ~*-alternating cycle. Let 
e, be an edge of s. Since el is not a fixed bond, there exists a perfect matching Mr 
of H such that ei is an M,-double bond. If e2 is an M,-single bond, then the edge 
(b,c) is an M,-double bond (see Fig. 6). Since e2 is not a fixed bond, we may 
assume that Mz is a perfect matching of H such that e2 is an M2-double bond. In 
the case when e, is also an &&double bond, let A&s = A&,. Then both el and e2 are 
Ms-double bonds. If e, is not an M2-double bond, then the symmetric difference 
Mi n M2 will constitute a set of disjoint M1(M2)-alternating cycles. Let D be the 
one that contains the edge e2. Then D cannot contain el . Otherwise, a cycle Cl1 
(containing the edge (a, b)) with odd length will be found (see Fig. 6), contradicting 

Fig. 7. *: &-double bond, =: M4-double bond. 
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that H is a biparitite graph. Let M3 =M, A D. Then M3 is a perfect matching of H. 
Evidently, both el and e2 are Ms-double bonds. If es is an Ms-double bond, there 

is nothing to prove. So we assume e3 is an A4,-single bond. Let M4 be a perfect 

matching of H such that e3 is an M4-double bond. If e, and e2 are also MA-double 

bonds, there is nothing to prove; otherwise, an argument as above shows that the 

M,(M,)-alternating cycle D’ can contain neither e, or e2 (see Fig. 7). Thus all of el , 
e, and e3 are M*-double bonds, where M* = M3 A D’. This implies that s is an M*- 
alternating cycle. The proof is thus completed. 0 

The following theorem gives a characterization of fixed single bonds. 

Theorem 4. Let H be an HS. Then H contains fixed single bonds if and only if H 
has a g-cut segment C with property (*I. 

Proof. The sufficiency follows immediately from Observation 2a. 

Fig. 8. p>q. 

Fig. 9. p=q. 
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Fig. 10. 

To prove the necessity, suppose that H contains a fixed single bond. We 
distinguish two cases. 

Case I. There exist a fixed single bond e and a perfect matching M of N such that 
the two end vertices of e are saturated by two M-double bonds el and e; which are 
not parallel to each other (see Figs. 8 and 9). 

Let L be the perpendicular bisector of e. Note that on the right side of e (as 
depicted in Figs. 8 and 9), L does not intersect a double bond (otherwise the fixed 
bond e belongs to an M-alternating cycle, a contradiction). Now suppose that H has 
no g-cut segment with property (*). Then we can find a sequence of M-double 
bonds el, . . . . e,fp>l), ++~,...,e~+,~~ (mz2); e;,...,ebZ,(qrl), e~+t,...,e~+.=e,+, 
(nz2), where e,+l, ei+, and eP+M are parallel to e: the situation is as indicated in 
Fig. 8 or Fig. 9. Note that without loss of generality, we may assume that p r q. Fur- 
ther, we may suppose that the perfect matching M of H has been selected so that 
the sequence (er, . . . , ep> is as short as possible. Let D* be the M-alternating cycIe 
as indicated in Figs. 8 and 9. Put Mr = A4 A D *. If p > 1, then the corresponding se- 
quence {er, . . . . e,*> = {et, . . . , e,_,} is shorter than the sequence (et, . . ..e.), a con- 
tradiction. If p= 1, then e is an M*-double bond, again a contradiction. 

Case 2. For any perfect matching M of H, the end vertices of any fixed single 
bonds are saturated by two paralled M-double bonds. Let e be a fixed single bond 
of H. The two end vertices of e are saturated by X, and x2 (see Fig. 10). Then both 
X, and x2 are fixed double bonds. In fact, if one of X, and x2, say x1, is not a fixed 
double bond, then we can deduce in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 3 that 
there is an Ml-alternating cycle D which contains x1 but does not contain x2. 
Therefore, both x2 and xi are A&double bonds, where A& =M, AD, which is con- 
trary to the assumption of Case 2. Now consider the cut segment C which intersects 
e: all bonds of the hexagons met by C are necessarily fixed, see Fig. 11. 

Consequently, C has property (*). The necessity follows and the theorem is thus 
proved. fl 

Fig. Il. 
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To our surprise, whether an HS H has a g-cut segment with property (*) entirely 

depends on the contour of H. We establish the following. 

Theorem 5. Let H be an HS. Then there exists no g-cut segment with property (*) 
for H if and only if there is a perfect matching A4 of H such that the contour of 
H is an M-alternating cycle. 

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. In fact, if there is a perfect matching M of H 
such that the contour of His an M-alternating cycle, then, if C is any g-cut segment 

of H, necessarily one of the two edges lying on the contour and met by C is an M- 

single bond and the other one is an M-double bond, since an interchange of single 

bonds and double bonds on the contour does not alter the number of double bonds 

met by C (see [4, Lemma 2.11). 

To prove the necessity, we proceed by induction on the number n(H) of hexagons 

of H. 
When n(H) = 1, the conclusion is immediate. Now let n(H) = k + 1 (kr 1). 

According to how many successive vertices with degree two can be found on the 

contour of H we distinguish three cases. 

Case 1. There are four successive vertices (say u,, u2, u3 and uq) with degree two 

on the contour of H (see Fig. 12). 

By Theorem 4, H has no fixed bond. Let H’= H- (u,, u2, u3, u4}. We claim that 

H’ has no fixed bond. In fact, if there is a fixed bond e of H’ and e# (w, u), since 

e is not a fixed bond of H, then there is a perfect matching M of H and e belongs 

to an M-alternating cycle C which does contain vertices ul, u2, u3 and u4. Replac- 

ing the path (w, ul, u2, u3, uq, u) by the edge (w, u), we find a perfect matching M* 

of H’ and an M*-alternating cycle of H’ which contains e, a contradiction. Further- 

more, (w, u) is not a fixed bond of H’ (this is true since, by Theorem 4, H’ cannot 

have exactly one fixed bond). 

By the induction hypothesis there is a perfect matching M’ of H’ such that the 

contour of H’ is an M’-alternating cycle and the edge (w, u) is a single bond. Hence 

M=M’U {(u,, u,), (u,, uq)} is a perfect matching of H such that the contour of H 
is an M-alternating cycle. 

Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 13. 

Case 2. There are four successive vertices us, u, , v2, and o4 on the contour of Ii 
in which uI and o2 are of degree two, while u3 and o4 are of degree three (see 
Fig. 13). Let H’=H- (u,,uz>, e=(ui,U2). Note that since H has no fixed bond 
there must be at least one perfect matching M* in which e is an M*-double bond. 
Hence H’ has perfect matchings. 

Subcase 2.1. ti’ is an HS. If H’ has no g-cut segment with property (*), then, 
by the induction h~othesis, there is a perfect matching M’ of H’ such that the con- 
tour of H’ is an M’-alternating cycle and t? is an M’-double bond. Then M= 
M’U {e} is a required perfect matching of H. Now suppose there is a g-cut segment 
C with property (*) for H’. Then C must contain one of the centers of 2, e’ and 8. 
Otherwise, C itself will be a g-cut segment with property (*) for H, a contradiction. 
If C contains the center of e’ (e”), then by extending the straight line or half line 
which contains the center of e’ (e”) to intersect the edge P’ (P’), we find a g-cut seg- 
ment with property (*) for Ii (see Fig. 14); a contradiction. Thus in the following 
we assume C to contain the center of P. C cannot be a proper g-cut segment, a glance 
at Fig. 15 will indicate why this is so. In fact, if C is a proper g-cut segment, we 
can shift C to C’, and C’ is a proper g-cut segment for H which has property (*), a 
contradiction. Hence C is a cut segment. Now let Gi (i = 1,2) be the component of 
the graph obtained from H’ by deleting all the edges intersected by C. We claim Gi 
is an HS for i = 1,2. If not, Gi contains at least one vertex of degree one or of degree 
two which does not belong to any hexagon of Gi. If G1 contains a vertex of degree 
one, say vertex u (see Fig. 16), then a cut segment C’ with property (*) will be found 
for H (see Fig. 16), a contradiction. If G, contains a vertex o of degree two, there 
are two ways for u to be saturated by perfect matchings of G, (see Figs. 17 and 18). 

Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 15 

Then a g-cut segment C’ with property (*) for H will be found as indicated in 

Figs. 17 and 18; again a contradiction. Therefore, G, is an HS. By symmetry the 

same is true for Gz. Furthermore, we claim that Gj (i = 1,2) has no g-cut segment 

with property (*). Also by symmetry, we need only concentrate ourselves to one of 

G, and G2, say Gz. Since H has no g-cut segment with property (*), C, must con- 

tain one of the centers of the edges e,, . . . ,e,; e;, . . . . eA_, (see Figs. 19, 20,21 and 

22). As indicated in Figs. 19, 20, 21 and 22, no matter C, contains the center of eJ 

or ej for some 1 ~jrn, 1 lj’ln - 1; a g-cut segment C’ with property (*) will be 

found for H, a contradiction. Therefore, G2 has no g-cut segment with property 

(*). The same is true for G, . Now by the induction hypothesis, there is a perfect 

matching M, of Gj such that the contour of G, is an Ml-alternating cycle and the 

edge e,* is an M,-double bond. Hence M=M, UM,U {(u,, uz)} is a perfect mat- 

ching of H such that the contour of H is an M-alternating cycle (see Fig. 23). 

Subcase 2.2. H’ is not an HS (see Fig. 24). By Theorem 4, we can choose a 

perfect matching A4 of H such that the edge e = (u,, u?) is an M-double bond. Then 

the edge e* must be an M-single bond. (Otherwise, by [4, Lemma 2.11, both e and 

e* are fixed double bonds, a contradiction.) Let H, (i= 1,2) be the two HSs obtain- 

ed from H’ by deleting the edge e *. If H, has a g-cut segment C, with property (*), 

C, must contain the center of the edge ei. We extend the line segment containing 

the center of e; to meet the edge e; and a g-cut segment with property (*) is found 

for H, a contradiction. Therefore, Hi has no g-cut segment with property (*). Now 

by the induction hypothesis there is a perfect matching M, of H, such that the con- 

Fig. 16. Fig. 17. 

"C' / / 
el Z B C 

G2 

Fig. 18. 
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e 

Fig. 19. Fig. 20. 

e 

Fig. 21. Fig. 22. 

tour of Eij is an ~i-alternating cycle and the edge ei is an A+single bond. Hence 
IW=M, U &I2 U (e) is a perfect matching of H such that the contour of H is an IM- 
alternating cycle. 

Case 3. There are three successive vertices with degree two on the contour of EI 
and the conditions of Case 1 and Case 2 are not satisfied. It is evident that W’= 
H- (ur, uz> is not an HS. Suppose that H is as shown in Fig. 25. If s* belongs to 
H, we find two successive vertices w and u with degree two on the contour of Ii 
which fulfil the condition of Case 2, a contradiction. Hence s* does not belong to 
H, then a cut segment with property (*) is found for H (see Fig. 25), also a con- 

Fig. 23. 
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Fig. 25. 

Fig. 27. 

tradiction. Therefore, we may assume that His as shown in Figs. 26, 27, 28 and 29. 

Let e,, . . . . eP be the edges which are parallel to each other as indicated in Figs. 26, 

27,28 and 29. Note that since H has no fixed bond, there is a perfect matching M* 

of H such that e is an M*-double bond. It is evident that ej (1 5ilp) is an 

M*-double bond also. Thus H”= H’- {set of all vertices covered by the edges 

e,, . . . . eP} has a perfect matching. If H” contains a cut edge e* which is not vertical 

(see Figs. 26 and 27), e* can be a single bond or a double bond. In either case, a 

g-cut segment C with property (*) will be found for H, a contradiction. Therefore, 

H” is an HS or a graph with only one vertical cut edge en (see Fig. 28). 

Subcase 3.1. H” is an HS. If H” has no g-cut segment with property (*), then, 

by the induction hypothesis, there is a perfect matching M” of H” such that the con- 

tour of H” is an M”-alternating cycle and the edges e; and ef are M”-double bonds 

(see Fig. 29). Hence M=M” U {e, e ,, . . . , ep} is a perfect matching of H such that 

the contour of H is an M-alternating cycle. Now we suppose that H” has a g-cut 

segment C with property (*). Then, since H has no g-cut segment with property (*), 

Fig. 28. Fig. 29. 
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Fig. 30. 
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Fig. 32. Fig. 33. 

C must contain one of the centers of the edges Q~, . . ..Q.+~; b,, . ...6,; e’, e,,]. A 
similar argument as above shows that C cannot contain the centers of the edges ai, 
bi (1 silp+l; 1 (JIp) or e,,, (see Figs. 29 and 30-33). If C contains the center 
of e’, then, by the same reason as in Case 2.1 (see Figs. 15 and 16), C cannot be a 
proper g-cut segment, and both of the two components I$‘, Hi of the graph ob- 
tained from H” by deleting all the edges intersected by C are HSs. Furthermore, by 
the same reasons of Case 2.1 (see Figs. 19-22) and Case 3.1 (see Figs. 30-33), H; 
and &’ have no g-cut segment with property (*). Thus we can apply the induction 
hypothesis to Ii; and &‘, and eventually get a perfect matching M of H such that 
the contour of N is an ~-alternating cycle (see Fig. 34). 

Subca.se 3.2. H” has only one vertical cut edge e” (see Fig. 28). Let M’ be the 
perfect matching of H such that the edges e, el, . . . ,eP are M’-double bonds. Then 
en must be an M’-single bond [4, Lemma 2.11. Denote by HP and H;’ the HSs ob- 
tained from Ii” by deleting the cut edge e”. Then Hi” has perfect matchings. We 
can verify in a similar way as above that both H;’ and HT have no g-cut segment 
with property (*). Thus we can apply the induction hypothesis to H;’ and Hi: there 
is a perfect matching M, of H; such that the contour of H; is an Mr-alternating 
cycle and er, ez are Mi-double bonds; there is a perfect matching h4, of Hl such 
that the contour of Hl is an k&alternating cycle and the edges e;, . . . , eh+z are 
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Fig. 34. 

i&-double bonds (see Fig. 28). Therefore, M= MI U M2 U (e, el, . . . , ep> is a perfect 
matching of H such that the contour of H is an M-alternating cycle. El 

From Theorems 3-5, the following is immediate. 

Theorem 6. Let H be an HS. Then each hexagon of H covers H if and only if there 
exists a perfect hatching M of H such thai the contour of H is an ~-alternating 
cycle. 

The above theorem provides a simple criterion to determine whether or not a 
given HS N satisfies h(H, 1) = n(H). Furthermore, by applying Theorem 4, we can 
decompose a given HS H with h(li, I&n(H) into several smalIer HSs Hi which 
satisfy h(EI;, 1) = n(t-r,) and determine the number h(H, I) for any given HS H. 

Furthermore, from the proof of the necessity in Theorem 5, we discover a recur- 
sive method for constructing the HSs which covered by each of their hexagons. This 
can be done by defining some graph operations. We omit the detail here. 
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